
Lynn Benson

/ DROPS  

	 	    PRINTS

I’m so happy to be partnering with Dolphin Archival Printing, located in Kansas City’s West Bottoms,

for your print orders. In business for over 15 years, their reputation is sound, their experience is deep.


DROPS can be displayed as a stand alone print, a series in a single row, or a dramatic rectangular grid 
collection. They can be themed by subject matter, color, geography…or ‘cause they’re your favorites!  You’ll notice 
that the glass petri dish holding each DROP “frames” the artwork and often reflects color intensities accentuated by 
photographer T Maxwell Wagner’s light source.


Your selections will be printed on Canson Infinity Platine Fibre Rag which offers an exquisite satin surface.


You will have an artist-signed certificate with each work, including its unique DROP number, so that you can 
reference it any time in the database at  drops.lynnbenson.com. 


FRAMING CONSIDERATIONS:


Your print will arrive unmounted, unless you request otherwise. It will have been printed on demand with your order 
using state-of-the-art best practice. Ideally your framing should be archival as well, using practices which best 
protect the longevity and quality of the work. Know your framer. Ask questions. A mat (ideally, neutral Ph board) or 
other technique will keep the print from touching the glass giving it air space. Museum glass will offer protection 
from UV rays. (And as with your other artwork, it’s best to keep your prints out of direct sunlight.)


As an alternative, for smaller DROPS prints, I found several inexpensive square 12” x 12” frames. My favorite is from 
Target’s Room Essentials product line, white with a warm white mat. I like the proportion of the 10” DROPS image 
within the 12” frame. But you will need a narrower mat or you can mount the print on an archival backing with no 
mat, but spacers at the glass. Hobby Lobby has a cheaper Green Tree Gallery gold 12“x 12” frame, no mat. You 
might change out the glass and backing in both cases….OR go to a knowledgeable framer.


PRICING:             	 	  10” x 10”              16” x 16”            22” x 22”

	 	 	 	 ___________________________________

“Each” prices:	      1 - 2	 	 $ 55.00	 	    75.00	 	 135.00


	 	      3 - 9	 	    50.00   	    65.00	 	 120.00

	 

	                 10 - up		    45.00	 	    60.00	 	 105.00 

	 	  


ORDERING, ETC…..CONTACT:   lynn@lynnbenson.com, using “DROPS” within the subject line.  I will 
relay our information to the printer, who will advise you of final charges after shipping and handling are 
determined.      Thank you for caring about our product and our waters!!   - Lynn Benson  


http://drops.lynnbenson.com
mailto:lynn@lynnbenson.com


	 



